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Abstract
Breast and endometrial cancer are the most common types of female cancers, but the incidence of both of these malignancies in a single patient is a rare event. Multiple primary malignancy has been increasingly reported over the past decade, and double primary cancer is considered as the most common type. In this study, we present a 53-year-old woman with synchronous primary malignancy of breast and endometrium. This patient had a history of breast and endometrial cancer in her family. Mammography and chest CT of the patient revealed a mass in the right breast and left supraclavicular region. However, the patient did not want to initiate treatment. Subsequently, the patient returned with a chief complaint of persistent abnormal vaginal bleeding. Abdominopelvic CT scan of the patient revealed a huge soft tissue mass in the pelvic cavity. She underwent hysterectomy, and pathology revealed endometrioid carcinoma, which had invaded the full thickness of uterine wall. Since this type of malignancy is rare and several risk factors are associated with it, it is worth being considered by clinicians when making decisions about screening or strategy for prevention.
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Introduction
Breast cancer (BC) is the most frequently diagnosed malignancy worldwide and is the first cause of cancer death in women\(^1\). The common metastatic sites of breast cancer are the lungs, bones, liver and brain. Endometrial cancer (EC) is considered as the commonest type of gynecological cancer that mostly affecting post-menopausal women\(^2\).

Multiple primary malignancy (MPM) has increased over the past decade. It is a term defined as occurring of the primary malignancy with different histology to two or more parts of the body distinct from each other. In addition to being distinct, these tumours must have definite featured of malignancy, and the possibility that one is the metastasis of the other must be ruled out\(^3\). Double primary cancers are the most common types of MPM.

Multiple mechanisms such as hereditary, immune and environmental factors, e.g. chemical, viruses and chemotherapeutic regimens, are considered as the pathogenesis of MPM\(^5\). Tumours that are diagnosed simultaneously or within six months are known as synchronous; a longer interval time and the tumours are metachronous.

We present a patient with two primary malignant tumours, including BC (invasive ductal carcinoma) and EC (endometroid cell type), which can be considered as synchronous MPM.

Case report
The following case is a 53-year-old woman who was referred to hospital from a local doctor in December 2016 with a palpable mass in her left supraclavicular region. She was a post-menopausal woman with BMI of 29. Mammography and chest CT scan revealed no suspicious mass in the left breast, the presence of a speculated mass 3.8×3.7 cm in the right breast (Figure 1), and additionally a soft tissue mass 5.8×5.1 cm in the left supraclavicular region (Figure 2).

Core needle biopsy (CNB) for the right breast mass was performed, and invasive ductal carcinoma (grade II) with involvement of axillary and supraclavicular lymph nodes was confirmed. On histopathology study, infiltrative cord and nest of neoplastic cells with moderate nuclear pleomorphism (score 2), scattered mitosis (score 1) and few tubular formation (score 3) were noted (Figure 3).

Immunohistochemistry result for breast mass showed strongly positive staining for ER and PR in most tumor cells (3+5), 3+ staining for HER2 new and 10% positive Ki67 in tumor cells. Although the mass was diagnosed as BC, the patient personally refused to get any treatment. She has a positive family history of breast cancer and uterine cancer in her sister.

One month later, the patient returned with a chief complaint of persistent abnormal vaginal bleeding. She had the history of bleeding 4 years ago and it had worsened over the previous

Figure 1. Breast mammography. An irregular speculated hyperdensity mass in the right breast upper outer quadrant.

Figure 2. Chest CT scan. A soft tissue mass in the left supraclavicular region consistent with metastatic lymph node (yellow arrow).
7 months. Abdominopelvic CT scan of the patient revealed a huge soft tissue mass 14×11 cm in the pelvic cavity with right external iliac and para-aortic lymphadenopathy and dilatation of renal calyces and ureters on both sides (Figure 4).

In January 2017, a total abdominal hysterectomy was performed with no complication, and the pathology revealed EC (stage IIIb, grade II). Pathology report showed sheets and cords of atypical cells with pleomorphism vesicular nuclei and visible nucleoli as well as frequent mitotic figure (Figure 5). Extensive coagulative necrosis was also seen. Tumor cell had invaded the full thickness of the uterine wall. Pelvic wall mass resection and cervix excision revealed the invasion of the tumor, but peritoneal fluid cytology was negative for malignancy. No metastatic tumors have been found in this patient.

After two days she discharged from hospital with relative improvement. We could not follow up the patient because she moved to another city for further treatment; this is one limitation of our study. At the final follow-up, the patient was referred to the oncology department in a different hospital to initiate chemotherapy.

**Discussion**

The diagnosis of synchronous primary cancers in an individual is rare and difficult. In the present case, clinicopathological criteria was used to distinguish the two similar cancers.

The risk of a new primary cancer in cancer survivors is 20% higher than in the general population. In addition, it has been shown that the risk of developing a new malignancy is 1.29 times more than those who have never been diagnosed. The possibility of synchronous BC and EC in one person is extremely low and might be only a coincidence, as reported in one study the diagnosis of EC within one year after the diagnosis of primary BC is less than 0.05%.

The coexistence of breast and endometrial cancer reflects the fact that there are many environmental and hormonal risk factors that may predispose the patient to both BC and EC, such as genetics, hormonal, environmental or treatment-related factors, and obesity (i.e. high BMI). Some of these factors are controversial. For instance, high BMI increases the risk of BC in postmenopausal women; however, it has opposite effect on premenopausal women. Obesity, nullipara and irregular menstrual cycle may represent less progesterone exposure, so they may contribute to EC development. In addition, EC may develop in association with tamoxifen treatment for BC, particularly in the case of long-term administration and high cumulative doses of tamoxifen.
The patient in our study did not have any risk factors related to treatment because she did not start BC radio or chemotherapy before presentation of EC symptoms; therefore, we cannot consider the effects of tamoxifen usage in BC as a risk factor of EC in this patient.

Genetic and/or epigenetic changes and other plausible molecular mechanisms might be important in patients with synchronous double cancers. The present case had a family history of breast and uterine cancer, so heredity could be counted as one of the strongest risk factors for this patient.

In addition to many similar environmental and hormonal risk factors, the same embryological origin of the endometrium and breast can constitute as an additional factor. MPMs can generally be categorized into three major groups depending on the main etiologic factor. The first group are treatment-related neoplasms, the second group are syndromic cases (like Cowden syndrome), and the third group are neoplasms that may share common etiologic factors, such as genetic predisposition or the same environmental factors. According to this classification, our patient can be categorized in the third group.

To conclude, finding a patient with simultaneous presentation of endometrial and breast cancer is rare; however both of these primary malignancies are considered as the most common cancers in females. Several associated risk factors to this event have been described above. In our case, a high BMI, postmenopausal status and hereditary are probably the most relevant risk factors. Hence, all these factors should be taken into account by clinicians when making a decision concerning screening or strategy for prevention.
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The diagnosis of synchronous breast and endometrial cancers might be challenging. The authors made an effort to address most of the reviewers concerns. I think that the corrections now made the paper of acceptable quality and will be of value to clinicians.

**Competing Interests:** No competing interests were disclosed.

I confirm that I have read this submission and believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.

---

This article needs to be significantly improved before it gets accepted for publication. Here are my suggestions to improve this article:

**COMMENTS ON INTRODUCTION:**
"Metastases to the gynecologic and gastrointestinal tract are rare\textsuperscript{2,3}; endometrial cancer (EC) is considered as the most frequent of this type."
Please correct: Endometrial cancer is not a metastasis.

"Multiple primary malignancy (MPM) has increased over the past decade. It is a term defined as spreading of the primary malignancy to two or more parts of the body distinct from each other. In addition to being distinct, these tumours must have definite features of malignancy, and the possibility that one is the metastasis of the other must be ruled out”
Please correct: Multiple primary malignancy is not spreading of the primary malignancy to two or more parts. The term refers to separate cancers.

"Multiple mechanisms such as hereditary, immune and environmental factors, e.g. chemical, viruses and chemotherapeutic regimens, are considered as the pathogenesis of MPM”
Many times (if not most times) MPM are the result of pure chance. For instance if a disease A has a prevalence of e.g. 3% and disease B has a prevalence of e.g. 2%, then a small number of patients will have both diseases only as a matter of chance. The same thing implies here for BC and EC.

**COMMENTS ON CASE PRESENTATION:**
- Additional information should be given regarding the tumor stage. There is no information regarding the lymph node status in the right axilla. Does the text imply that the disease was spread directly to the left supra-clavicular lymph nodes. Did the authors rule out a second tumor in the left breast? Did they detect metastatic disease elsewhere?
- The authors don't mention the status of estrogen and progesterone receptors, nor do they report the HER2/NEU status.
- Pathology images should be added.

**COMMENTS ON DISCUSSION:**
- Language editing is strongly advised before the authors submit a revision of this manuscript. For instance the phrase:"The diagnosis of synchronous primary cancers in an individual is rare and difficult, especially in the case of finding the same type of cancer. In the present case, clinicopathological criteria was used to distinguish the two similar cancer" needs to rephrased completely.
- Discuss that the coexistence of BC and EC in this patient might be only a coincidence.
- Information regarding menopausal status and BMI should be given in the case presentation section.
- What are the treatment implications?

**Is the background of the case's history and progression described in sufficient detail?**
Partly

Are enough details provided of any physical examination and diagnostic tests, treatment given and outcomes?
Partly

Is sufficient discussion included of the importance of the findings and their relevance to future understanding of disease processes, diagnosis or treatment?
Partly

Is the case presented with sufficient detail to be useful for other practitioners?
No
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Breast cancer and endometrial cancer are two most frequent hormone-related cancers among women. The authors presented a rare case with synchronous primary malignancy of breast and endometrium. This is a well-written case report. It clearly described a particular individual's history with a disease presentation and progress.

1. One limitation is the patient lost to follow up.

2. It is advised to add pathology images demonstrating their findings.

3. Patients with germline mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes are highly susceptible to breast cancer. These mutations are also related to an increased risk of developing endometrial cancer. Do author consider to perform an investigation in genetic level? It
would be adequate to add more discussion in this point.
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**Is the case presented with sufficient detail to be useful for other practitioners?**
Yes
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